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PURPOSE: To develop an easily accessible and reliable RNA-seq transcriptome database of healthy human eye 5 
tissues and a matching reactive web application to query gene expression in eye and body tissues. METHODS: We 6 
downloaded the raw sequnce data for 892 RNA-seq samples across 44 tissues in the GTEx project as a non-eye 7 
reference set. We then queried several public repositories to find all healthy, non-perturbed, human eye-related tissue 8 
RNA-seq samples. The 1311 total samples we found were sent into a Snakemake-based reproducible pipeline we 9 
wrote to quantify all known transcripts and genes, removes samples with poor sequence quality and mislabels, 10 
normalizes expression values across each tissue, performs 450 differential expression tests, calculates GO term 11 
enrichment, and outputs all as a single SQLite database file: the Eye in a Disk (EiaD) dataset. Furthermore, we 12 
rewrote the web application eyeIntegration (https://eyeIntegration.nei.nih.gov) to display EiaD. RESULTS: The new 13 
eyeIntegration portal provides quick visualization of human eye-related transcriptomes published to date, by 14 
database version, gene/transcript, and 58 tissues. As a test of the value of this unified pan-eye dataset, we showed 15 
that fetal and organoid retina are highly similar at a pan-transcriptome level but display distinct differences in certain 16 
pathways and gene families like protocadherin and HOXB family members. CONCLUSION: The eyeIntegration 17 
v1.0 web app serves the pan-human eye and body transcriptome dataset, EiaD. This offers the eye community a 18 
powerful and quick mean to testing hypotheses on human gene and transcript expression across 44 body and 14 eye 19 
tissues. 20 
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Introduction 23 

RNA-seq is the predominant technology for deciphering transcriptomes 24 

From anterior to posterior along the light trajectory, the human eye is composed of the cornea, lens, retina, 25 

retinal pigment epithelium (RPE), and choroid. The differentiation, maturation, and function of these tissues is 26 

mediated through spatial and temporal specific transcript and gene expression patterns, also known as the 27 

transcriptome. Today, RNA-sequencing (RNA-seq) is the predominant technology for quantifying the transcriptome. 28 

Analysis of the transcripts’ expression across tissue, time, and perturbation allows researchers to decipher the 29 

genetic controls of eye development and function. To this end, a wide variety of human tissue sources have been 30 

used to assess gene function, including primary tissue (fetal and post-mortem), differentiated stem cells, 31 
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immortalized cell lines, and most recently, organoids. These tissue types have been deeply sequenced across the 32 

cornea1–7, lens8, retina9–17, and RPE (choroid)14,17–34. 33 

The GTEx gene expression resource lacks eye-specific tissues 34 

The Genotype-Tissue Expression (GTEx) Project has generated RNA-seq data across dozens of post-35 

mortem human tissues from hundreds of unique donors and presents the gene and transcript level data in a 36 

comprehensive and user-friendly web app (https://gtexportal.org/); however eye tissues have not been included35,36. 37 

Recently Ratnapriya et al. have published a huge set of post-mortem retina, both normal and with varying degrees of 38 

age-related macular degeneration and the GTEx project is providing the data as a download link. This data, as of 39 

March 2019, is not available in the interactive GTEx visualizations37. The Sequence Read Archive (SRA) and 40 

European Nucleotide Archive (ENA) are the primary repositories for all raw sequence data and two groups have 41 

quantified large portions of the RNA-seq data, including some human eye tissues, from the SRA: recount2 and 42 

ARCHS438,39. To date, no curation of the sample level metadata has been done, therefore it is challenging to parse 43 

out which eye tissues are present and even more difficult to determine whether any samples were chemically or 44 

genetically perturbed. More targeted web resources that allow researchers to quickly assess gene expression in eye 45 

tissues include iSYTE, EXPRESS, and retina.Tigem.it16,40,41. However iSYTE only includes lens samples, 46 

EXPRESS is limited to a subset of mouse lens and retina samples, and retina.Tigem.it is retina only. We thus aimed 47 

our efforts at developing an easily accessible and reliable RNA-seq based transcriptome database of healthy human 48 

eye tissues and a matching reactive web application to query gene expression in eye and body tissues. 49 

The eyeIntegration app interactivey serves huge GTEx and human eye tissue datasets 50 
(EiaD) 51 

The eyeIntegration web resource (https://eyeIntegration.nei.nih), originally released in 2017 at version 0.6, 52 

provides the largest set of transcriptomes from hand-curated human eye tissues along with hundreds of GTEx tissue 53 

samples42. This interactive web app allows for quick transcript and gene comparisons across many eye tissues and 54 

dozens of other body tissues. The dataset that the original eyeIntegration web app served was created with a series of 55 

scripts, several of which were run interactively to manually assess quality control for the samples. The interactive 56 

nature of some of the steps precluded efficient and regular data updates for the data. 57 
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To better meet the needs of the eye research community we have re-written the bioinformatic pipeline that 58 

creates the eye and body RNA-seq dataset to allow for regular, versioned updates for eyeIntegration. We call this 59 

reproducible and versioned transcriptome dataset “Eye in a Disk” (EiaD). The pipeline automates the EiaD creation, 60 

ensures full reproducibility of the results, allow for external data comparison, provides consistent sample quality 61 

control, and improves efficiency for future sample updates. The 2019 EiaD dataset contains several new tissue types, 62 

full gene product quantification, along with over 100 new samples and improved sample labeling. The 63 

eyeIntegration web app has also been re-written to provide many new features, including versioned EiaD datasets, 64 

custom URL shortcut creation, new visualizations, improved data tables searching, easy download of core datasets, 65 

and local install of the entire app with three commands. Additionally, we are prototyping new tools to display single 66 

cell RNA-seq (scRNA-seq) data to provide researchers access to cell type specific information about gene 67 

expression across murine retinal development. 68 

The EiaD dataset can be used to identify potential avenues to improve retina organoid 69 
maturation 70 

Retina organoids are an increasingly popular means to model human retina development. We used our pan-71 

study EiaD dataset to show that, at a pan-transcriptome level, organoids are highly similar to early fetal retina tissue. 72 

We also show that important temporal gene expression patterns in the fetal retina tissue are recapitulated in the 73 

organoids. As the organoid differentiation methods do not yet produce fully mature retina, we focused on identifying 74 

differentially expressed processes between organoid retina and embryonic retina and detected, for example, 75 

identifying protocadherin and HOXB family gene expression differences which suggest targetable pathways to 76 

improve and benchmark organoid differentiation methods. 77 

Methods 78 

Identification of potential eye samples 79 

We exhaustively searched the SRA with the SRAdb R package for eye related tissues using the query 80 

‘cornea|retina|RPE|macula|fovea|choroid|sclera|iris|lens|eye’ across all columns and rows in the ‘SRA’ table43,44. We 81 

hand selected relevant studies and selected healthy, control or unmodified samples spanning primary adult tissue, 82 

primary fetal tissue, induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC)-derived tissue, stem cell derived organoids, and 83 
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immortalized cell lines. In order to compare gene expression in the eye against expression in other body tissues, we 84 

obtained samples from 44 different body tissues that contained at least 10 male and 10 female samples from the 85 

GTEx project. Using SRA metadata from each study we extracted sample and run accessions, library type, tissue of 86 

origin, and sub-tissue of origin. Any of the preceding information missing from the SRA metadata was added by 87 

hand, when available. Stem cell-derived tissues and cell lines are marked as sub-tissues of the tissue they model. 88 

Raw data download and quantification 89 

We downloaded the relevant SRA files for each sample directly from the NCBI ftp server using the file 90 

transfer software Aspera. SRA files were converted to FASTQ format using the tool fastq-dump from the SRAtoolkit 91 

software package43. Samples only available in the BAM format were converted to FASTQ format using 92 

SAMTools45. Sample transcriptomes were quantified using the alignment free quantification software Salmon, using 93 

transcriptomic index built from gencode v28 protein coding transcript sequences using the transcriptomic aligner 94 

Salmon46,47. Using the resulting expression quantification, we identified lowly or unused transcripts within the 95 

gencode annotation, and removed transcripts that accounted for 5% or less of the total expression for its parent gene 96 

as per Sonneson et al48. Samples were re-quantified against a transcriptomic index built on the filtered transcript 97 

sequences. The Salmon count values were quantified as (transcript) length scaled Transcripts Per Million (TPM) to 98 

the transcript and gene level using tximport49. 99 

Quality control 100 

We first removed samples with a Salmon calculated mapping rate less than 40%. We further filtered 101 

samples by calculating the median gene expression for each sample and only kept samples that had a median count 102 

>2 across all genes. We removed lowly expressed genes by calculating the median expression across all samples for 103 

each gene and kept genes that had a median count >200 across all samples. To reduce the noise from experimental 104 

variability between each study, we normalized samples by sequence library size using the calcNormFactors function 105 

from the edgeR r-package, and then quantile smoothed expression data using the R package qsmooth at the tissue 106 

level50,51. 107 

We generated sample level two-dimensional groupings by with the t-Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-108 

SNE) algorithm52. We then calculated the center of the resulting sub-tissue clusters by finding the average two-109 

dimensional coordinates of all samples of a given sub-tissue type (p1). We used these sub-tissues groupings to 110 
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identify outlier samples, or samples that failed to cluster with other samples of the same sub-tissue type, by 111 

measuring the euclidean distance of each sample (p2) from its sub-tissue cluster center and removed samples that 112 

had distance 4 standard deviations from the average distance with the equation ���� � �∑�	1 � 	2�. 113 

Differential Gene Expression Analysis and GO term enrichment 114 

We used the processed data to determine differential gene expression between different sub-tissue types. 115 

First, we generated a synthetic body set to serve as single representative sub-tissue type for pan-body gene 116 

expression by randomly sampling GTEx tissues. We used the voom function from the limma R package to convert 117 

gene expression to precision weights, and then performed pairwise differential expression tests for all combinations 118 

of eye sub-tissues, the synthetic body tissue, and human body tissues using an empirical Bayes test53,54. We extracted 119 

significant genes (FDR p < 0.01) for all 450 comparisons and used these to calculate GO enrichment. The significant 120 

gene list for each eye sub-tissue was split into upregulated and down regulated sets and each set f tested for 121 

enrichment using the enrichGO function from the clusterProfiler R package (q-value < 0.01)55. 122 

eyeIntegration web app and R package 123 

The data generated in the above steps is consolidated into a SQLite database, with the original dataset for 124 

eyeIntegration and the new 2019 EiaD dataset each getting a separate database file. The code that creates the 125 

eyeIntegration web app is written in Shiny and R and has been wrapped into an R package 126 

(https://github.com/davemcg/eyeIntegration_app/) that can be deployed on a local computer or a web server 127 

(https://eyeIntegration.nei.nih.gov). The app can be deployed on a local computer with 35GB of free disk space by 128 

running three commands in R: “devtools::install_github(‘davemcg/eyeIntegration_app’)”, 129 

“eyeIntegrationApp::get_eyeIntegration_datasets()”, and “eyeIntegrationApp::run_eyeIntegration()”. 130 

Snakemake reproducible pipeline 131 

While the sample search and metadata parsing in a semi-curated process, the processing from the raw data 132 

to the creation of the SQLite EiaD database underlying eyeIntegration is wrapped in a Snakemake pipeline, which 133 

ensures full reproducibility of the results56. We make the code for the pipeline available at 134 

https://github.com/davemcg/EiaD_build. 135 
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scRNA-seq processing 136 

The eyeIntegration site, as of January 2019, hosts two large scRNA-seq datasets from Macosko et al. and137 

Clark et al57,58. We use the processed gene count data from each group, as well as their cluster assignments which138 

specify what cell type each individual cell is. The count data is mean averaged to the cell type, age, and gene level139 

for the single cell expression section of eyeIntegration. We also display t-SNE and UMAP-based two-dimensional140 

visualizations of the Macosko and Clark data, respectively, in the web app. For detail so the t-SNE processing we141 

did on the Macosko dataset, see the methods of Bryan et al42. 142 

Manuscript as code 143 

This manuscript’s figures, tables, and most numbers, are all created and laid out in a R markdown144 

document that interweaves code and text. The knitr and pandoc program is used to lay out the figures and tables and145 

output a docx file. The code that generates this manuscript can be found at146 

https://github.com/davemcg/eyeIntegration_v1_app_manuscript. 147 

Results 148 

EiaD 2019 contains 44 GTEx body sub-tissue types along with 22 new human eye RNA-seq 149 
studies, 191 new samples, 14 eye sub-tissue types 150 

 151 

Figure 1: Substantial increase in eye tissue count and type from 2017 (180, lighter color) to 2019 (371, darker 152 
color) EiaD. We also improved the metadata labelling, the cornea samples (yellow) now delineates endothelial and 153 
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epithelial tissues and the retina samples (teal) distinguish retina organoid and retinal ganglion cell (RGC) from stem 154 
cells. 155 

Our query on January 7th 2019 to the SRA found 107 potentially relevant studies. We removed non-156 

pertinent studies and selected healthy or unmodified tissue from each relevant study for a total, including of 44 157 

studies, 28 of which are new to the 2019 EiaD dataset. The 2019 EiaD dataset contains 371 human eye tissue 158 

samples and also includes 848 GTEx samples across 44 tissues for easy comparison (Table 1, Supplemental Table 159 

1). The 2019 EiaD contains 6 undifferentiated iPSC, 51 cornea, 6 lens, 189 retina, and 119 RPE (choroid) samples; 160 

in total we have added 191 new samples to the 2019 EiaD (Figure 1). We refer to native-tissue extracted RPE as 161 

RPE (choroid) because it is not possible to remove the choroid from the RPE without culturing. 162 

Stem cell-derived cornea, stem cell-derived lens, and fetal retina are three new types of sub-tissues that are 163 

now available in EiaD. We have also substantially improved the granularity of the cornea tissue metadata, now 164 

delineating whether the tissue is from the endothelium or epithelium (Figure 1); previously these had been grouped 165 

together as adult tissue. Another substantial addition to the 2019 EiaD are non-protein coding genes; while protein-166 

coding is the most common gene and transcript typse, there are dozens of different non-coding classes. The 2017 167 

version of eyeIntegration only quantified protein coding genes and transcripts. We now quantify expression across 168 

42 gene and 46 transcript types, including protein coding, retained intron, lincRNA, antisense, and pseuodogenes 169 

(Supplemental Table 2). 170 
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Rigorous quality control and reproducible workflow system ensures high quality 171 
transcriptomes that consistently cluster together by tissue type 172 

 173 

Figure 2: Raw RNA-seq data from the SRA is run through our pipeline to create the EiaD, which is used by 174 
eyeIntegration app to serve interactive gene expression visualizations across 63 tissues 175 

We built an automated pipeline for processing and analyzing all data for the web app using the program176 

Snakemake, a python-based workflow management system that allows for efficient parallel execution of the177 

analysis, facilitates reproduction by others, and simplifies long term maintenance of the EiaD data (Figure 2,178 

Supplemental Figure 2)56. To create a high quality final dataset across the 1311 initial samples (Supplemental Table179 

3) and 46,030,412,878 reads we developed a rigorous quality control procedure as part of our analysis, considering a180 

sample’s read mapping rate and median count level as well as behavior relative to samples of the same sub-tissue181 

type (see Methods). To identify tube mislabeling or sample extraction issues, we used t-SNE to group samples by182 

sub-tissue type to identify variability within samples of the same sub-tissue and ensure overall consistency in data183 

processing (Figure 3). 184 

After our quality control and processing workflow, we found that samples of the same tissue type and185 

origin cluster well together (Figure 3). For example, in the retina group, primary adult tissue clusters tightly and186 
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 9

distinctly from other cell types, and retinal organoids and fetal retina samples cluster together. Our ability to187 

uniformly cluster data by known biological source independent of study origin demonstrates that our workflow can188 

effectively account for technical variation between studies. 189 

While t-SNE is a powerful algorithm for grouping samples, it is not consistent for determining the190 

relationships between clusters59; PCA is more useful in this regard. We ran a PCA dimensionality reduction191 

(Supplemental Figure 3) on all samples, finding that the eye tissues still generally group together and apart from all192 

other human body tissues. Adult retina is most similar to the brain tissue, pituitary is similar to adult RPE, and skin193 

and blood are similar to cornea. 194 

 195 

Figure 3: t-SNE two-dimensional transcriptome profiles by sample demonstrate effective quality control and 196 
transcriptome processing. Colors match different tissue types and shapes of points define the origin of the tissues. 197 

Tissue 
Pre QC 

Count 
Count Sub-Tissue Types (Count) 

Cornea 62 51 

Adult Tissue (25), Cell Line 
Endothelium (5), Endothelium 
(15), Fetal Endothelium (2), 
Stem Cell Endothelium (4) 

Lens 9 6 Stem Cell Line (6) 
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Tissue 
Pre QC 

Count 
Count Sub-Tissue Types (Count) 

Retina 198 189 
3D Organoid Stem Cell (52), 

Adult Tissue (102), Fetal Tissue 
(32), RGC Stem Cell (3) 

RPE 144 119 
Adult Tissue (48), Cell Line 

(49), Fetal Tissue (6), Stem Cell 
Line (16) 

Table 1: EiaD contain a huge set of diverse eye tissues 198 

The eyeIntegration web app provides interactive visual portal to all data 199 

The EiaD 2019 dataset is used directly by the eyeIntegration web app (https://eyeIntegration.nei.nih.gov). 200 

The web app was designed to provide a simple interface that has the same general concept – select specific genes 201 

and tissue and view relevant information. The web-app is divided into four general categories: expression, two-202 

dimension sample relationships, gene networks, and data tables. 203 

Custom gene and tissue expression boxplots 204 

The ‘Expression’ tab of the webpage provides a wealth of information about both gene- and transcript-level 205 

expression for eye and body tissues, giving the user the ability to compare the expression of different genes within a 206 

single tissue, as well as the expression of genes across multiple tissues (Figure 4A). The user first selects either the 207 

2017 or 2019 gene or transcript EiaD dataset, then genes (or transcripts), then tissues. A boxplot is then generated 208 

after hitting the “Re(Draw) Plot” button with overlaid individual data points. On mouse-over, the metadata for the 209 

individual sample is displayed. A tabular report is generated based on selected genes and tissues: a table with links to 210 

Ensembl, GeneCard, and OMIM for each gene for quick referencing, and a table containing expression levels for 211 

each selected gene in each selected tissue. The tables can be arranged or sorted to the user’s preference and can be 212 

easily downloaded for local use. 213 
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 214 

Figure 4: Screenshots from eyeIntegration web app. A. Pan-tissue gene expression box plots with accompanying 215 
data tables. B. Heatmap visualization. C. CRX mouse retina gene expression heatmap and table information from 216 
Clark et al. E11 to P14 scRNA-seq. D. t-SNE visualization of gene expression profiles of individual cells from 217 
Macosko et al. E. Data table export view. F. Differential gene expression across different tissues and with GO term 218 
enrichment. 219 

Heatmaps based on expression can be drawn for selected genes and tissues and gene expression can be 220 

compared across many genes and tissues (Figure 4B). Finally, a session can be saved or shared by building a custom 221 

link for the session with the “Build URL Shortcut” button. 222 

Differential expression and gene ontology enrichment tests allow quick comparison of gene 223 
differences between groups 224 

We performed multiple differential comparisons at the sub-tissue level within all eye tissues and against a 225 

pan-body synthetic set comprised of a stratified sample of all tissues present in our subset of the GTEx dataset, 226 

allowing quick identification of eye specific genes across 450 different comparisons. We have expanded the 227 
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differential tests in the 2019 EiaD by adding the GTEx tissues as direct comparisons to our eye sub-tissues. The user 228 

can view the results selecting ‘Differential’ under the ‘Expression’ tab (Figure 4F). As with ‘Expression’, the user 229 

can select which version of the web app to draw data from as well as select for gene- or transcript-level 230 

comparisons. The user additionally has the option to select different gene classes to examine, e.g. protein coding, 231 

lincRNA. 232 

The results of differential expression are presented in a tabular format showing log2 fold change, average 233 

expression, and p-values. Depending on the comparison, there are 967 to 29422 differentially expressed genes 234 

(Supplementary Files). The table can be easily searched for any given gene, viewed and ordered to the user’s 235 

preference, and downloaded in CSV format. Differential expression can be visualized through fold change bar 236 

graphs with the ‘Pan-tissue plots’ selection under ‘Expression’. Additionally, we performed GO enrichment for all 237 

differential comparisons. Enriched GO terms are presented first as a word cloud, for quick comparison of GO 238 

enrichment. We provide tables, with similar viewing options as the differential expression table, for enriched GO 239 

terms in each class of a given differential comparison. 240 

Murine scRNA-seq enables testing of retina cell type specific expression 241 

We incorporated scRNA-seq data from murine retina across two studies57,58. This allows researchers to 242 

quickly examine gene expression across individual cell types in the retina. Single cell gene expression data is 243 

visualized through a heatmap showing the expression of a gene across multiple retinal cell types and different 244 

developmental time points, from embryonic day (E)11 to postnatal day (P)14 (when available), and a table of 245 

expression values is generated containing the expression data used to draw the heatmap (Figure 4C). We also 246 

provide t-SNE/UMAP based clustering using cell type specific labeling created by the publishing authors (Figure 247 

4D, see Methods). The plots show all cell types present at a given developmental stage, and highlights cells 248 

expressing a gene above a user-selected given level. 249 

EiaD 2019 suggests that iPSC-derived organoids and fetal retina have closely related 250 
transcriptomes 251 

There are, currently, two major approaches to studying developing human retina: post-mortem fetal tissue 252 

and stem-cell derived organoids. We looked at whether at how well these approaches to studying developing retina 253 
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compare at a transcriptomic level, both for tissue - organoid relationships and how well they correlate across early 254 

development. 255 

To evaluate how the tissues and organoids compare at a transcriptome level, we looked at the same t-SNE 256 

plot from Figure 3 and focused in on the three types of retina tissue (adult, fetal, and organoid) (Figure 5A). Here we 257 

saw three distinct groupings: adult retina (1), developing fetal retina and stem cell-derived organoid (2), and 258 

undifferentiated and early differentiating stem cells (3). We identified several organoid samples in cluster 3, but 259 

these share one important difference from the rest of the organoid samples in cluster 3: they have been 260 

differentiating for less than 30 days (shape ‘X’). All of the organoid retina samples in cluster 2 are older than 50 261 

days. 262 

To assess how similarly the fetal and organoid retina develop through time, we plotted expression of retinal 263 

progenitors, photoreceptors, and retinal ganglion markers by time in days (Figure 5B). Each row is a gene marker of 264 

either retinal progenitor, photoreceptor, or RGC. The rows are hierarchially clustered to put more similar expression 265 

patterns closer together, as denoted by the height of the dendrogram. We split the organoid tissues into three groups: 266 

Kaewkhaw et al. GFP+ and GFP- samples, and Eldred et al. samples12,60. The Kaewkhaw samples are flow sorted 267 

for a GFP marker (GFP+) under the control of the CRX promoter, an important regulator of photoreceptor 268 

development. GFP+ cells wouldbe enriched in photoreceptor populations. We saw that the retinal progenitor, 269 

photoreceptor, and RGC groups are largely clustered together, with patterns of expression consistent across the fetal 270 

retinal and organoid groups. 271 
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272 

Figure 5: Organoid retina, stem cell retina, and fetal retina tissue have highly similar transcriptomes. The zoom 273 
inset (A) shows the retina samples. The “Sub-Tissue Cluster” shading shows the cluster membership of the three 274 
major groups. The shapes of the points show the different origin types - notable types include the square for adult, 275 
the ‘X’ for organoid under 30 days of differentiation, and the diamond for organoid over 30 days of differentiation. 276 
Major markers of retina progenitor, photoreceptors (cone and rod), and retinal ganglia cells (RGC) have simliar 277 
gene expression patterns across development in retina fetal tissue and organoids. 278 

Differential gene expression of organoid retina versus fetal tissue identifies sets of genes 279 
relating to patterning (HOXB family), cell adhesion (protocadherin family), and RGC 280 
identity (BRN3/POU4F, NEFL, GAP43, SNCG) 281 

To identify specific changes between retinal organoid and fetal retina tissue, we performed differential gene282 

expression and GO term enrichment analyses. The GO term enrichment identified cell adhesion (protocadherins)283 

and patterning (HOXB family) as enriched gene sets in retinal organoids As there is some evidence suggesting that284 

protocadherins influence RGC viability CITATION and we noticed that several RGC markers appeared to have285 

lower expression in the organoids compared to the fetal tissue Figure 5B we looked more closely into RGC marker286 

expression61. 287 

We plotted HOXB family, protocadherin family and RGC genes in a heatmap visualization, with columns288 

as age in days of fetal or organoid retina. Rows are genes, split by the three different groups of genes and are289 

internally clustered by how similar the expression patterns are. We observed that there are strong, consistent gene290 

expression differences in these three groups of genes between fetal retina and the organoid samples (Supplemental291 
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Figure 4). We also plotted the differential expression values between all organoids and all fetal retina samples; all 292 

genes across all three groups are significantly differentially expressed with an FDR corrected p value < 0.01. 293 

Data accessibility 294 

Individual data files for gene expression and sample metadata can be downloaded from the ‘Data’ tab on 295 

the web app. All data and code used to generate the web app can be installed from the R command line by running 296 

devtools::install_github(‘davidmcg/eyeIntegration_app’). The code for the EiaD data processing pipeline can be 297 

found at https://github.com/davidmcg/Eyeintegration_autobuild. 298 

Discussion 299 

EiaD 2019 contains a large set of carefully curated, reproducibly processed human eye RNA-seq datasets 300 

alongside a human body tissue comparison set from the GTEx project. It is available for local install as an R 301 

package at https://www.github.com/davemcg/eyeIntegration_app and it is served via a web app, eyeIntegration at 302 

https://eyeIntegration.nei.nih.gov. The web app offers a wide range of user-driven visualizations to compare 303 

expression of genes across dozens of human body and eye tissues. Furthermore, murine scRNA-seq datasets have 304 

been incorporated, allowing for examination of retina cell type-specific gene expression. Several human and non-305 

human primate studies have been posted in the past year on the pre-print server bioRxiv and as the raw data 306 

becomes publicly available, we will be updating this section of eyeIntegration62–64. 307 

As human fetal tissue is difficult to obtain and thus not very amenable for chemical or genetic modification, 308 

it is crucial for organoid-based models to be developed. Our merging of these datasets and analysis at the 309 

transcriptome level (as compared to cross-analyzing using a limited number of known marker genes) indicates that 310 

these two approaches successfully recapitulate fetal retina tissue, to a first approximation, at the whole transcriptome 311 

level. However as organoids do not develop to full function, it is important to look at how gene expression differs 312 

between retinal organoid and fetal tissue so as to suggest areas for improvement. 313 

We used our large dataset to narrow in on three core processes which differ significantly and substantially 314 

between retinal organoids and fetal retina. First we showed that the HOXB family is overexpressed in the organoids. 315 

The homeobox family is well known to initiate polarity of the embryo during early development6365. Retinoic acid 316 
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is applied at about day 20 in culture to help differentiate stem cell to organoids and is also known to activate genes 317 

members of the HOXB family. The lack of HOXB expression at any age in fetal retina and the broad chromatin and 318 

gene expression changes HOXB family members can mediate suggests that HOXB activity may be unwanted for 319 

organoid maturation. 320 

Next, we detected several protocadherins more highly expressed in the fetal tissue, relative to the 321 

organoids. Protocadherins mediate cell to cell connections and, in the developing mouse, are shown to be important 322 

for spinal internneurons and RGC survival61,66. We would predict that decreased protocadherin expression reduces 323 

the number and maturation of RGC. Indeed we observed that many canonical RGC markers, while present in 324 

detectable levels in the organoids, are signficantly underexpressed relative to fetal tissue. This result suggests that 325 

modifying culture conditions to promote protocadherin expression may result in higher RGC yield and survival. 326 

We built the Eye in a Disk dataset and the accompanying web app, eyeIntegration in the hopes that easily 327 

accessible gene expression across tissue space and time will be a useful tool for hypothesis generation and 328 

refinement in eye research. Wrapping all of the data processing steps in a Snakemake pipeline has several important 329 

advantages for the community: our code is publicly available for review, our analyses are reproducible, future 330 

sample updates can be streamlined in with less effort, and because all the processing is in modular pieces it is easier 331 

to add new analysis steps. In the future, we plan on regularly adding new samples to EiaD, offering de novo eye 332 

tissue transcriptomes, expanding the single cell RNA-seq expression tooling, adding non-human eye samples, and 333 

epigenetic datasets. 334 
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Supplementary Figures and Tables 335 

336 

Supplemental Figure 1: As of January 2019, eyeIntegration has had usage across 285 cities and 40 countries. 337 
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338 

Supplemental Figure 2: Snakemake pipeline to create EiaD 2019 consists of small modular compute sections to 339 
ensure sample tracking through the full pipeline 340 
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341 

Supplemental Figure 3: PCA plot of all samples suggests that the non-eye tissue most similar to adult retina is the 342 
brain, pituitary is the most similar to adult RPE, and skin and blood are similar to cornea. 343 
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344 

Supplemental Figure 4: Heatmap of three sets of genes across fetal retina and organoids divided by age in days (A). 345 
Bar plot of differential expression from retina to organoid, where positive values are genes that are higher expressed 346 
in fetal tissue than organoid (B). All logFC expression values have FDR corrected p value < 0.01. 347 

Grou
p 

Pre QC 
Count 

Coun
t 

Tissue Types (Count) 

GTE
x 

878 848 

Adipose Tissue (38), Adrenal Gland (20), 
Blood (33), Blood Vessel (58), Brain (252), 

Breast (20), Colon (40), Esophagus (60), 
Heart (38), Kidney (17), Liver (20), Lung 

(19), Muscle (19), Nerve (19), Pancreas (20), 
Pituitary (20), Salivary Gland (20), Skin (57), 

Small Intestine (20), Spleen (20), Stomach 
(20), Thyroid (18) 

Supplemental Table 1: EiaD holds hundreds of GTEx tissues to provide a broad comparison set 348 

Class Count Type 

protein_coding 34836 Transcript 

protein_coding 18968 Gene 

retained_intron 6402 Transcript 

lincRNA 6352 Transcript 

antisense 6057 Transcript 

lincRNA 4981 Gene 

processed_transcript 4741 Transcript 

antisense 4408 Gene 
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Class Count Type 

nonsense_mediated_decay 3526 Transcript 

processed_pseudogene 3050 Gene 

processed_pseudogene 2604 Transcript 

TEC 816 Transcript 

TEC 809 Gene 

sense_intronic 750 Gene 

sense_intronic 734 Transcript 

unprocessed_pseudogene 708 Gene 

transcribed_unprocessed_pse
udogene 

690 Gene 

unprocessed_pseudogene 590 Transcript 

misc_RNA 557 Gene 

misc_RNA 553 Transcript 

processed_transcript 547 Gene 

transcribed_processed_pseud
ogene 

349 Gene 

snoRNA 310 Transcript 

transcribed_unprocessed_pse
udogene 

299 Transcript 

snoRNA 295 Gene 

miRNA 280 Gene 

miRNA 279 Transcript 

sense_overlapping 194 Transcript 

snRNA 192 Transcript 

snRNA 192 Gene 

transcribed_processed_pseud
ogene 

164 Transcript 

sense_overlapping 160 Gene 

IG_V_gene 133 Gene 

IG_V_gene 132 Transcript 

bidirectional_promoter_lncR
NA 

121 Transcript 

 107 Transcript 

transcribed_unitary_pseudoge
ne 

105 Gene 

bidirectional_promoter_lncR
NA 

68 Gene 
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Class Count Type 

TR_V_gene 55 Gene 

rRNA_pseudogene 44 Transcript 

rRNA_pseudogene 44 Gene 

TR_V_gene 42 Transcript 

transcribed_unitary_pseudoge
ne 

42 Transcript 

IG_V_pseudogene 39 Transcript 

IG_V_pseudogene 39 Gene 

3prime_overlapping_ncRNA 30 Transcript 

3prime_overlapping_ncRNA 27 Gene 

unitary_pseudogene 23 Gene 

Mt_tRNA 22 Transcript 

Mt_tRNA 22 Gene 

unitary_pseudogene 21 Transcript 

polymorphic_pseudogene 20 Transcript 

pseudogene 19 Transcript 

polymorphic_pseudogene 19 Gene 

scaRNA 18 Gene 

IG_C_gene 17 Transcript 

scaRNA 17 Transcript 

IG_J_gene 14 Transcript 

IG_C_gene 14 Gene 

IG_J_gene 14 Gene 

pseudogene 12 Gene 

TR_J_gene 10 Gene 

non_stop_decay 9 Transcript 

TR_J_gene 8 Transcript 

TR_C_gene 6 Transcript 

TR_C_gene 6 Gene 

rRNA 5 Transcript 

rRNA 5 Gene 

IG_C_pseudogene 3 Transcript 

TR_V_pseudogene 3 Transcript 

IG_C_pseudogene 3 Gene 

TR_V_pseudogene 3 Gene 
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Class Count Type 

Mt_rRNA 2 Transcript 

non_coding 2 Transcript 

ribozyme 2 Transcript 

translated_processed_pseudog
ene 

2 Transcript 

Mt_rRNA 2 Gene 

non_coding 2 Gene 

ribozyme 2 Gene 

translated_processed_pseudog
ene 

2 Gene 

IG_J_pseudogene 1 Transcript 

macro_lncRNA 1 Transcript 

scRNA 1 Transcript 

vaultRNA 1 Transcript 

IG_J_pseudogene 1 Gene 

macro_lncRNA 1 Gene 

scRNA 1 Gene 

vaultRNA 1 Gene 

Supplemental Table 2: Dozens of different types of gene and transcript types quantified 349 
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study_abstract 
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Tissu

e 
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Tissu

e 

Origi
n 

Age_
Days 

Kept

SRS11460
40 

SRP06495
6 

mammalia
n cell-

lines 
Transcript

ome or 
Gene 

expression 

Gene expression studies of two mammalian cell lines that display primary cilia. 
Primary cilia are microtubule-based organelles that are hubs for receiving and 

intergrating signalling cascades during embryonic development and in maintaining 
tissue homeostasis. Defects in the structure of function of cilia can cause a group of 
comparitively common human inherited conditions known as ciliopathies. The cell-
lines that have been profiled are standard model systems in the ciliary biology field, 

and gene expression profiles are important to understand the processes of forming, 
maintaining and resorbing cilia. 

isolate: normal || age: 
adult || 

biomaterial_provider: 
ATCC CRL-4000 || sex: 

female || tissue: retina, 
eye; pigmented 

epithelium || cell_line: 
hTERT RPE-1 || 

cell_type: epithelial cells 
immortalized with 

hTERT || disease: normal 
|| phenotype: epithelial-

like || sample_type: 
ciliated serum-starved 

hTERT-RPE1 cells, 
passage 8, sample 1 || 

BioSampleModel: 
Human 

RPE RPE - 
Cell Line Cell Line . removed

SRS37297
14 

SRP15924
6 

Thyroid 
hormone 
signaling 
specifies 

cone 
subtypes 
in human 

retinal 
organoids 

 Day_20_1 Retina 
Retina - 

3D 
Organoid 
Stem Cell 

Stem Cell 20 Kept
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ssion 

study
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study_abstract 
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Tissu
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Tissu

e 

Origi
n 

Age_
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Kept

SRS25821
62 

SRP11976
6 

Molecular 
anatomy 

of the 
developin
g human 

retina 

 D96P Retina 
Retina - 

Fetal 
Tissue 

Fetal 
Tissue 96 Kept

SRS23056
09 

SRP11013
5 

Characteri
zation of 

RPE 
lincRNA 

Long intervening non-coding RNAs (lincRNAs) are increasingly being implicated as 
important factors in many aspects of cellular development, function, and disease, but 

remain poorly understood. In this study, we examine the human retinal pigment 
epithelium (RPE) lincRNA transcriptome using RNA-Seq data generated from 

human fetal RPE (fRPE), RPE derived from human induced pluripotent stem cells 
(iPS-RPE), and undifferentiated iPS (iPS). In addition, we determine the suitability of 

iPS-RPE, from a transcriptome standpoint, as a model for use in future studies of 
lincRNA structure and function. A comparison of gene and isoform expression across 

the whole transcriptome shows only minimal differences between all sample types, 
though fRPE and iPS-RPE show higher concordance than either shows with iPS. 

Notably, RPE signature genes show the highest degree of fRPE to iPS-RPE 
concordance, indicating that iPS-RPE cells provide a suitable model for use in future 
studies. An analysis of lincRNAs demonstrates high concordance between fRPE and 

iPS-RPE, but low concordance between either RPE and iPS. While most lincRNAs 
are expressed at low levels (RPKM < 10), there is a high degree of concordance 

among replicates within each sample type, suggesting the expression is consistent, 
even at levels subject to high variability. Finally, we identified and annotated 180 

putative novel genes in the fRPE samples, a majority of which are also expressed in 
the iPS-RPE. Overall, this study represents the first characterization of lincRNA 

expression in the human RPE, and provides a model for studying the role lincRNAs 
play in RPE development, function, and disease. 

isolate: iPS cell || age: 90 
days || 

biomaterial_provider: 
Chad Cowan, Harvard 

University, Sherman 
Fairchild 153, 7 Divinity 

Ave, Cambridge, MA 
02138 || sex: not 

determined || tissue: iPS 
cell || BioSampleModel: 

Human 

RPE 
RPE - 

Stem Cell 
Line 

Stem Cell . Kept

SRS15724
28 

SRP07900
2 

Enriched 
retinal 

ganglion 
cells 

derived 
from 

human 
embryonic 
stem cells 

(RNA-
seq) 

We performed the whole transcriptome analysis in human H9 ES cells and in retinal 
ganglion cells (RGC) derived from H9 ES cells. Overall design: RNA-seq in H9 

human ESCs and RGC derived from H9 ESCs 
source_name: RGC from 

H9 ES cells || cell type: 
Differentiated ES cells 

Retina 
Retina - 

RGC 
Stem Cell 

Stem Cell . Kept

SRS52381
1 

SRP03487
5 

Comprehe
nsive 

Analysis 
of Gene 

Expressio
n in 

Human 
Retina and 
Supportin
g Tissues 

RNA-Seq of retina and RPE/choroid/sclera from 8 normal human eyes tissue_type: Peripheral 
RPE Choroid Sclera_3 RPE 

RPE - 
Adult 

Tissue 
Adult 

Tissue . Kept

SRS13052
45 

SRP07014
8 

Transcript
ome 

profiling 
of human 
keratocon
us corneas 

through 
RNA 

sequencin
g 

identifies 
collagen 

synthesis 
disruption 

and 
downregul

ation of 
core 

elements 
of TGF-

ÃƒÅ¸, 
Hippo, 

and Wnt 
pathways 

To understand better the factors contributing to keratoconus (KTCN), we used RNA 
sequencing to perform a transcriptome profile of human KTCN corneas. Over 82% 

of the genes and almost 75% of the transcripts detected as differentially expressed in 
KTCN and non-KTCN corneas were confirmed in the replication study using another 
set of samples. We used these differentially expressed genes to generate a network of 

KTCN-deregulated genes. We found an extensive disruption of collagen synthesis 
and maturation pathways, as well as downregulation of the core elements of the TGF-

ÃƒÅ¸, Hippo, and Wnt signaling pathways influencing corneal organization. We 
identified long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs) and conducted a computational analysis 

of their potential functions, and found that lncRNAs regulated the processing and 
expression of the aforementioned genes. This first comprehensive transcriptome 

profiling of human KTCN corneas points further to a complex etiology of KTCN. 
Overall design: Transcription profiling of 25 KTCN and 25 non-KTCN corneas using 

RNA-Seq 

source_name: Cornea || 
disease state: non-KTCN 

|| study: replication || 
tissue: cornea 

Cornea 
Cornea - 

Adult 
Tissue 

Adult 
Tissue . Kept
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SRS84689
9 

SRP05510
1 

Transcript
omic 

analysis of 
cultured 
corneal 

endothelia
l cells as a 
validation 

for their 
use in 

cell-
replaceme
nt therapy 

The corneal endothelium plays a primary role in maintaining corneal homeostasis 
and clarity, and must be surgically replaced with allogenic donor corneal 

endothelium in the event of visually significant dysfunction. However, a worldwide 
shortage of donor corneal tissue has led to a search for alternative sources of 

transplantable tissue. Cultured human corneal endothelial cells (HCEnC) have been 
shown to restore corneal clarity in experimental models of corneal endothelial 

dysfunction in animal models, but characterization of cultured HCEnC remains 
incomplete. To this end, we utilized next-generation RNA sequencing technology to 

compare the transcriptomic profile of ex vivo human corneal endothelium 
(evHCEnC) with that of primary HCEnC and HCEnC lines, and to determine the 
utility of cultured and immortalized corneal endothelial cells as models of in vivo 

corneal endothelium. Multidimensional analyses of the transcriptome datasets 
demonstrated that primary HCEnC have a closer relationship to evHCEnC than do 
immortalized HCEnC. Subsequent analyses showed that the majority of the genes 
specifically expressed in HCEnC (not expressed in ex vivo corneal epithelium or 

fibroblasts) demonstrated a marked variability of expression in cultured cells 
compared with evHCEnC. In addition, genes associated with either corneal 

endothelial cell function or corneal endothelial dystrophies were investigated. 
Significant differences in gene expression and protein levels were observed in the 

cultured cells compared with evHCEnC for each of the genes tested except for 
AGBL1 and LOXHD1, which were not detected by RNA-seq or qPCR. Our 

transcriptomic analysis suggests that at a molecular level primary HCEnC most 
closely resemble evHCEC and thus represent a viable therapeutic option for 

managing corneal endothelial dysfunction. Our findings also suggest that 
investigators should perform an assessment of the entire transcriptome of cultured 

HCEnC prior to determination of the potential clinical utility of the cultured HCEnC 
for the management of corneal endothelial cell failure. Overall design: 

Transcriptomes from ex vivo corneal endothelium, primary cultures and three cell 
lines were compared. Three samples of each endothelial cell group were submitted 

for RNA sequencing for a total of 15 samples. The transcriptome for the ex vivo 
corneal endothelium was used as the reference (i.e., proxy for in vivo corneal 

endothelium). Transcript abundances for a subset of genes associated with corneal 
endothelial cell function or disease were validated with qPCR and western blot. 

Samples of ex vivo endothelium used for validation were independent replicates not 
used for RNA-sequencing. 

source_name: primary 
corneal endothelial cells 
|| cell type: endothelial || 

imortalization: none || 
culture medium: F99 

Cornea 
Cornea - 

Endotheli
um 

Adult 
Tissue . Kept

SRS17477
48 

SRP09160
5 

Transcript
omes 

during 
lens 

differentia
tion of 
human 

embryonic 
stem cells 

In order to examine the fundamental mechanisms governing lens cells differentiation, 
we analyzed the transcriptome changes during the differentiation of human 

embryonic stem cells (hESCs) into lens cells and lentoid bodies. The differentiation 
of hESCs was induced by a sequential treatments of growth factors. In briefly,Noggin 

(100ng/ul) was applied from day0 to day6; then a combination ofbFGF (100ng/ul) 
and BMP4/7 (20 ng/ml)was addedfrom day 7 to day 18, followed by bFGF 

(100ng/ul) and Wnt3a(20 ng/ml) from day19 to day32. Cells at day 0, day 6, day 18 
and day 32 were collected for analysis of paired-end RNA sequencing using 

Illuminia Hiseq 2500. The results revealed dynamic transcription network during 
lentoid bodies differentiation. We observed differential expression of genes involved 
insignaling pathways, which were considered to be necessary for lens development. 
These results provide a valuable resource for studying the mechanisms regulating in 

vitro lentoid body differentiation of hESCs and getting a glimpse of signaling 
pathway network in lens embryonic development. 

isolate: human 
embryonic stem cells 
treated with 100ng/ul 

noggin for 6 days, 
followed by 100ng/ul 

bFGF, 20 ng/ml BMP4, 
and 20 ng/ml BMP7 

from day6 to day18 || 
age: not applicable || 

biomaterial_provider: 
Zhongshan Ophthalmic 

Centre, 57th Xianlie 
Road, Guangzhou, China 

|| sex: not applicable || 
tissue: not applicable || 

cell_line: H9 human 
embryonic stem cell || 

cell_type: human 
embryonic stem cell || 

BioSampleModel: 
Human 

Lens 
Lens - 

Stem Cell 
Line 

Stem Cell . 
low 

salmon 
mapping 

rate

SRS31171
4 

SRP01258
5 

Identificat
ion of 

miRNA 
signatures 
during the 
differentia

tion of 
hESCs 

into 
retinal 

pigment 
epithelial 

cells 

Retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) cells can be obtained through in vitro 
differentiation of both embryonic stem cell (ESC) and induced pluripotent stem cells 

(iPSC) for cell replacement therapy. We have previously identified 87 signature 
genes relevant to RPE cell differentiation and function through transcriptome 

analysis of both human ESC- and iPSC-derived RPE as well as normal fetal RPE. 
Here, we profiled miRNA expression through small RNA-seq in human ESCs and 

their RPE derivatives. Much like conclusions drawn from our previous transcriptome 
analysis, we found that the overall miRNA landscape in RPE is distinct from ESCs 

and other differentiated somatic tissues. We also profiled miRNA expression during 
intermediate stages of RPE differentiation and identified unique subsets of miRNAs 

that are gradually up- or downregulated, suggesting dynamic regulation of these 
miRNAs is associated with the RPE differentiation process. Indeed, the down-

regulation of a subset of miRNAs during RPE differentiation is associated with up-
regulation of RPE-specific genes, such as RPE65, which is exclusively expressed in 
RPE. We conclude that miRNA signatures can be used to classify different degrees 

of in vitro differentiation of RPE from human pluripotent stem cells. We suggest that 
RPE-specific miRNAs likely contribute to the functional maturation of RPE in vitro, 

similar to the regulation of RPE-specific mRNA expression. Overall design: Study 
miRNA in ESC-derived RPE 

source_name: ES-RPE || 
cell type: ES-RPE || 

parental cell line: hiPS2 
RPE 

RPE - 
Stem Cell 

Line 
Stem Cell . 

low 
salmon 

mapping 
rate
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SRS19554
95 

SRP09876
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Comprehe
nsive 

analysis of 
gene 

expression 
in human 
retina and 

supporting 
tissues 

Purpose: To identify the differences of gene expression between the macula and 
periphery of the eye. Methods: RNA Seq was performed on 8 normal postmortem 

eyes. Results: Significant differential expression was found between the layers of the 
posterior part of the eye and also between locations of a tissue layer. Conclusions: 

These results potentially provide a path to more rapidly elucidate not only the genetic 
basis of eye disease but also the impact of gene expression on molecular networks 

that in turn induce variations in disease associated traits. Overall design: Retinal and 
RPE/choroid/sclera RNA profiles from macula and periphery of each eye were 

generated by deep sequencing on an Illumina Hi-Seq. 32 biological samples were 
analyzed. 

source_name: Peripheral 
Retina || tissue: 

Peripheral Retina || age: 
88 || Sex: female 

Retina 
Retina - 

Adult 
Tissue 

Adult 
Tissue . Kept

SRS19554
99 

SRP09876
1 

Comprehe
nsive 

analysis of 
gene 

expression 
in human 
retina and 

supporting 
tissues 

Purpose: To identify the differences of gene expression between the macula and 
periphery of the eye. Methods: RNA Seq was performed on 8 normal postmortem 

eyes. Results: Significant differential expression was found between the layers of the 
posterior part of the eye and also between locations of a tissue layer. Conclusions: 

These results potentially provide a path to more rapidly elucidate not only the genetic 
basis of eye disease but also the impact of gene expression on molecular networks 

that in turn induce variations in disease associated traits. Overall design: Retinal and 
RPE/choroid/sclera RNA profiles from macula and periphery of each eye were 

generated by deep sequencing on an Illumina Hi-Seq. 32 biological samples were 
analyzed. 

source_name: Peripheral 
Retina || tissue: 

Peripheral Retina || age: 
95 || Sex: female 

Retina 
Retina - 

Adult 
Tissue 

Adult 
Tissue . Kept

SRS52380
6 

SRP03487
5 

Comprehe
nsive 

Analysis 
of Gene 

Expressio
n in 

Human 
Retina and 
Supportin
g Tissues 

RNA-Seq of retina and RPE/choroid/sclera from 8 normal human eyes tissue_type: Macular 
Retina_2 Retina 

Retina - 
Adult 

Tissue 
Adult 

Tissue . Kept

SRS15978
80 

SRP08088
6 

Region-
specific 

Transcript
ome 

Analysis 
of the 

Human 
Retina and 
RPE/Chor

oid 

Proper spatial differentiation of retinal cell types is necessary for normal human 
vision. Many retinal diseases, such as Best disease and male germ cell associated 

kinase (MAK)-associated retinitis pigmentosa, preferentially affect distinct 
topographic regions of the retina. While much is known about the distribution of cell 
types in the retina, the distribution of molecular components across the posterior pole 
of the eye has not been well-studied. To investigate regional difference in molecular 

composition of ocular tissues, we assessed differential gene expression across the 
temporal, macular, and nasal retina and retinal pigment epithelium (RPE)/choroid of 

human eyes using RNA-Seq. RNA from temporal, macular, and nasal retina and 
RPE/choroid from four human donor eyes was extracted, poly-A selected, 

fragmented, and sequenced as 100 bp read pairs. Digital read files were mapped to 
the human genome and analyzed for differential expression using the Tuxedo... (for 

more see dbGaP study page.) 

gap_accession: 
phs001151 || submitter 

handle: 
NEI_RetinaRPE_Choroi

d || biospecimen 
repository: 

NEI_RetinaRPE_Choroi
d || study name: Region-

specific Transcriptome 
Analysis of the Human 

Retina and RPE/Choroid 
|| study design: Control 

Set || biospecimen 
repository sample id: S27 

|| submitted sample id: 
S27 || submitted subject 
id: 5 || gap_sample_id: 

1975640 || 
gap_subject_id: 1622646 
|| sex: female || body site: 

eye || histological type: 
neural retina || analyte 

type: RNA || is tumor: No 
|| subject is affected: No || 

molecular data type: 
RNA Seq (NGS) || 

gap_consent_code: 1 || 
gap_consent_short_name

: GRU-NPU 

Retina 
Retina - 

Adult 
Tissue 

Adult 
Tissue . Kept

E-MTAB-
4377.RN

A30 
E-MTAB-

4377 
RNAseq 

50 Normal 
Human 
Retina 

RNA-seq of post-mort retina donor without clinically relevant visual impairment. 
Ploy-A enriched. 75-nt paired-end. Short time lapse between tissue sampling and 

cDNA generation.  Retina 
Retina - 

Adult 
Tissue 

Adult 
Tissue . Kept

SRS37297
29 

SRP15924
6 

Thyroid 
hormone 
signaling 
specifies 

cone 
subtypes 
in human 

retinal 
organoids 

 Day_158_2 Retina 
Retina - 

3D 
Organoid 
Stem Cell 

Stem Cell 158 Kept
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_title 
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SRS19554
80 

SRP09876
1 

Comprehe
nsive 

analysis of 
gene 

expression 
in human 
retina and 

supporting 
tissues 

Purpose: To identify the differences of gene expression between the macula and 
periphery of the eye. Methods: RNA Seq was performed on 8 normal postmortem 

eyes. Results: Significant differential expression was found between the layers of the 
posterior part of the eye and also between locations of a tissue layer. Conclusions: 

These results potentially provide a path to more rapidly elucidate not only the genetic 
basis of eye disease but also the impact of gene expression on molecular networks 

that in turn induce variations in disease associated traits. Overall design: Retinal and 
RPE/choroid/sclera RNA profiles from macula and periphery of each eye were 

generated by deep sequencing on an Illumina Hi-Seq. 32 biological samples were 
analyzed. 

source_name: Macular 
Retina || tissue: Macular 

Retina || age: 79 || Sex: 
male 

Retina 
Retina - 

Adult 
Tissue 

Adult 
Tissue . Kept

SRS37297
20 

SRP15924
6 

Thyroid 
hormone 
signaling 
specifies 

cone 
subtypes 
in human 

retinal 
organoids 

 Day_69_2 Retina 
Retina - 

3D 
Organoid 
Stem Cell 

Stem Cell 69 Kept

SRS15978
71 

SRP08088
6 

Region-
specific 

Transcript
ome 

Analysis 
of the 

Human 
Retina and 
RPE/Chor

oid 

Proper spatial differentiation of retinal cell types is necessary for normal human 
vision. Many retinal diseases, such as Best disease and male germ cell associated 

kinase (MAK)-associated retinitis pigmentosa, preferentially affect distinct 
topographic regions of the retina. While much is known about the distribution of cell 
types in the retina, the distribution of molecular components across the posterior pole 
of the eye has not been well-studied. To investigate regional difference in molecular 

composition of ocular tissues, we assessed differential gene expression across the 
temporal, macular, and nasal retina and retinal pigment epithelium (RPE)/choroid of 

human eyes using RNA-Seq. RNA from temporal, macular, and nasal retina and 
RPE/choroid from four human donor eyes was extracted, poly-A selected, 

fragmented, and sequenced as 100 bp read pairs. Digital read files were mapped to 
the human genome and analyzed for differential expression using the Tuxedo... (for 

more see dbGaP study page.) 

gap_accession: 
phs001151 || submitter 

handle: 
NEI_RetinaRPE_Choroi

d || biospecimen 
repository: 

NEI_RetinaRPE_Choroi
d || study name: Region-

specific Transcriptome 
Analysis of the Human 

Retina and RPE/Choroid 
|| study design: Control 

Set || biospecimen 
repository sample id: S18 

|| submitted sample id: 
S18 || submitted subject 
id: 3 || gap_sample_id: 

1975630 || 
gap_subject_id: 1622644 
|| sex: female || body site: 

eye || histological type: 
RPE/choroid || analyte 

type: RNA || is tumor: No 
|| subject is affected: No || 

molecular data type: 
RNA Seq (NGS) || 

gap_consent_code: 1 || 
gap_consent_short_name

: GRU-NPU 

RPE 
RPE - 
Adult 

Tissue 
Adult 

Tissue . Kept

SRS19554
91 

SRP09876
1 

Comprehe
nsive 

analysis of 
gene 

expression 
in human 
retina and 

supporting 
tissues 

Purpose: To identify the differences of gene expression between the macula and 
periphery of the eye. Methods: RNA Seq was performed on 8 normal postmortem 

eyes. Results: Significant differential expression was found between the layers of the 
posterior part of the eye and also between locations of a tissue layer. Conclusions: 

These results potentially provide a path to more rapidly elucidate not only the genetic 
basis of eye disease but also the impact of gene expression on molecular networks 

that in turn induce variations in disease associated traits. Overall design: Retinal and 
RPE/choroid/sclera RNA profiles from macula and periphery of each eye were 

generated by deep sequencing on an Illumina Hi-Seq. 32 biological samples were 
analyzed. 

source_name: Peripheral 
Retina || tissue: 

Peripheral Retina || age: 
62 || Sex: male 

Retina 
Retina - 

Adult 
Tissue 

Adult 
Tissue . Kept

Supplemental Table 3: Full metadata for 20 random eye samples. Full metadata available as 350 

supplementary file. 351 

ID Description GeneRatio pvalue qvalue geneID 
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ID Description GeneRatio pvalue qvalue geneID 

GO:0030198 
extracellular 

matrix 
organization 

55/741 6.68e-18 0.000 

P4HA1 LOX PLOD2 VCAM1 FOXC1 
HAS2 ICAM1 NID2 WT1 POSTN 

DDR2 COL1A2 SULF1 PDPN COL3A1 
COL14A1 COL27A1 COL5A1 FOXF1 
DPP4 KLK4 ECM2 SMOC2 COL4A6 
FN1 DCN ADAMTS5 ITGA8 TGFBI 

COL1A1 ITGB6 ITGB3 CDH1 ICAM5 
SERPINE1 TNFRSF11B FMOD ITGB4 

MMP7 COL6A3 MMP9 COL8A1 
MMP1 NPNT CCDC80 FBLN5 CTGF 
HPSE2 GFAP SPINT1 FGG TTR BGN 

THBS1 ELF3 

GO:0061448 connective tissue 
development 39/741 3.12e-12 0.000 

HOXB3 HOXC4 HOXA3 BMPR1B 
HOXA5 ALX1 WT1 WNT11 PLA2G16 

GDF7 MSX2 SNAI2 MGP SULF1 
FOXA1 STC1 COL14A1 COL27A1 

NKX3-2 PRRX1 COL5A1 EGR1 OSR2 
TRPV4 SNAI1 BMP5 TGFBI HOXD3 
RUNX2 COL1A1 EFEMP1 MATN2 

HAND1 SIX2 HAND2 COL6A3 FRZB 
ACTA2 CTGF 

GO:0001503 ossification 46/741 3.68e-11 0.000 

HGF EGR2 GPC3 IFITM1 HOXA3 
BMPR1B DHRS3 IGFBP5 FOXC1 
WNT11 KLF10 DDR2 MSX2 FHL2 

SNAI2 MGP STC1 PHOSPHO1 
GPNMB CEBPB KREMEN2 IGFBP3 
ASPN ALOX15 PTGS2 OSR2 PTN 
FGFR2 SNAI1 ISG15 DLX5 BMP5 

HOXA2 RUNX2 COL1A1 AREG IGF2 
ALPL WNT4 SIX2 HAND2 MMP9 

RANBP3L NPNT IL6 CTGF 

GO:0007156 

homophilic cell 
adhesion via 

plasma membrane 
adhesion 
molecules 

25/536 3.90e-11 0.000 

PCDHGA6 PCDHGA5 PCDHGB5 
PCDHGB3 PCDHGA7 PCDHGA2 

PCDHGA3 PCDHGA4 PCDHGA11 
PCDHGA9 PCDHGB2 PCDHA3 FAT3 

PCDHGA12 PCDHGB4 PCDHB7 
PCDHGB7 PCDHGA1 PCDHGB1 

DSCAM PCDHA8 VSTM2L PCDHA1 
PCDHA2 MYPN 

GO:0050878 regulation of body 
fluid levels 51/741 8.00e-10 0.000 

FZD6 CYP26B1 GUCA1B HAS2 ADM 
HK2 HEG1 TFPI2 SLC7A11 LYN XDH 

COL1A2 PDPN COL3A1 DOCK6 
PRTN3 ENTPD2 PLAT PLAU CLDN4 

EDNRB AQP4 F2RL1 TRPV4 SCNN1A 
CLDN1 PROCR CD9 FOXA2 COL1A1 

FOXB1 APOE ITGB3 CAV1 NFE2 
GATA5 EHD2 SERPINE1 SERPINB2 

KDF1 SCNN1B PRKCG GATA4 
GRHL3 CEACAM1 IL6 AGR2 FGG 

AQP1 THBS1 SERPINA1 

GO:0031589 cell-substrate 
adhesion 40/741 1.49e-09 0.000 

VCAM1 GBP1 HAS2 NID2 POSTN 
ACTN3 PDPN COL3A1 TNFRSF12A 

RHOD FOXF1 ALOX15 HOXA7 ECM2 
EPHA1 PLAU PTN SMOC2 WNT1 

FN1 ITGA8 HOXD3 ANGPT1 COL1A1 
ITGB6 ITGB3 SKAP1 WNT4 

SERPINE1 ITGB4 LGALS1 COL8A1 
NPNT CCDC80 FBLN5 CEACAM6 

CTGF AGR2 FGG THBS1 
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ID Description GeneRatio pvalue qvalue geneID 

GO:0030335 positive regulation 
of cell migration 50/741 1.50e-09 0.000 

HGF LGALS3 EGF IGFBP5 HAS2 
ICAM1 VEGFD WNT11 POSTN LYN 
ANXA1 DDR2 SEMA3C SNAI2 PDPN 

TMEM102 RHOD GPNMB FOXF1 
PTGS2 EPHA1 PLAU FOXC2 GLIPR2 

TNFAIP6 F2RL1 SMOC2 TRPV4 
SNAI1 FN1 IL1R1 ANGPT1 COL1A1 

FAM110C ITGB3 ENPP2 CAV1 EDN3 
LRRC15 SERPINE1 ANXA3 PTP4A1 

SRPX2 MMP9 GRB7 S100A14 IL6 
CEACAM6 CXCL8 THBS1 

GO:0050678 
regulation of 
epithelial cell 
proliferation 

37/741 1.21e-08 0.000 

GPC3 HOXA5 BAX PAX2 HAS2 SIX4 
SIX1 KLF9 VEGFD XDH SNAI2 

SULF1 HTR2B DLX6 EDNRB OSR2 
PTN FGFR2 PPARG DLX5 BMP5 

ALDH1A2 APOE ITGB3 CAV1 EGR3 
ODAM KDF1 CCL2 ZFP36 EGFL7 
ESRP2 SCG2 LIMS2 CEACAM1 

THBS1 NR4A1 

GO:0030099 myeloid cell 
differentiation 30/536 5.10e-06 0.001 

POU4F1 LDB1 POU4F2 SIGLEC15 
HIST1H3C HIST1H4L HIST1H4F 
HIST1H3F HIST1H3B HIST1H3I 

PRKCB TREM2 HIST1H3J HIST1H4C 
TRIM58 C1QC LTBR FES TYROBP 

HIST1H4A GPR68 HIST1H4J 
HIST1H3A CSF1R CCL3 SPI1 EVI2B 

HIST1H4B HIST1H4D LILRB4 

GO:0030099 myeloid cell 
differentiation 34/741 7.56e-05 0.001 

HOXB8 HIST1H4K PIR HOXB7 GPC3 
LGALS3 HOXA5 TLR3 LYN KLF10 

UBD EPO PRTN3 INHBA CEBPB 
MT1G HOXA7 RELB F2RL1 LIF B2M 

PPARG ISG15 HOXA9 CA2 NFE2 
ZFP36 MMP9 TESC MB IRF4 

CEACAM1 FOS THBS1 

GO:0050769 positive regulation 
of neurogenesis 28/536 2.64e-04 0.015 

POU4F2 MYB TRIM67 ASCL1 ISLR2 
HEYL PAX6 P2RY12 VWC2L 
PLXNA2 NEFL STMN2 CUX2 

DSCAM RIT2 CX3CR1 SHH ALKAL2 
FES RELN NEUROG3 ADRA2B GDF6 

OLIG2 RIMS1 CPNE6 IRX3 
NEUROD2 

Supplemental Table 4: Top GO terms enriched between fetal retina and organoid retina, after paring of 352 

redundant terms with REVIGO 353 
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